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Literature
Introduction

•Experiment: Role-plays, e.g. parent/child, employer/
employee, professor/student. 

•Why role-plays? Seem less naturalistic an environment 
—› but could actually lead to more relevant gestures => 
environment = controlled. 

•Crucial: Consider the illoc. force in order to evaluate the 
contribution of gestures to it —› need to create 2 
slightly different versions of each role-play: one with an 
order and one with a suggestion. To test if the gesturing 
= contribution to the illoc. force —› take the 
addressee’s uptake into consideration and see if (as 
suggested in the pilot study) an enlarged and 
accelerated gesture leads to the understanding of an 
order (and not to that of a suggestion) for instance. 

•People sometimes need time to get into a role => 
participants will first (quickly) play a role that will not be 
used for the analyses. I’ll then leave the room to let 
them do the actual role-plays for about 15 minutes. 

•Task: (1) “Offer your child/employee/student to take a 
seat. You want them to accomplish a task. They refuse, 
you keep calm but want them to leave the room”, or (2) 
“Order your child/employee/student to sit down. You 
want them to accomplish a task. They refuse, you get 
angry and send them away”. 

•Hope: With such roles, participants will use more 
directives. Intuition = because interlocutors tend to use 
deictics when they kindly offer someone to sit down 
(suggestion), or when they are angry and want to send 
someone away (order), participants may use deictics in 
order to produce those directives.

•Analyses: Interactions = videotaped and analysed 
afterwards —› the annotation tool ELAN1 => software 
permits one to view a video and concurrently add 
comments or utterances at specific times while the 
video is still playing. —› Timing is clearly indicated + 
speed can be slowed down = precision. 

•Annotations: Refer to the Linguistic Annotation System 
for Gestures (Bressem, et al. 2013) —› Body, 
Language, Communication: An International Handbook 
on Multimodality in Human Interaction (eds Müller, et al. 
2013). 
➡Excellent for the identification of gesture phases as 
well as the shape, orientation, movement, and position 
of each hand gesture + clear annotation of the 
utterance + systematic connection of the gestures with 
the speech production (if any). 
➡Perfectly compatible with ELAN. => A transcription/
coded feature = an annotation that can be put in a 
row. => Allows one to consider a specific order for the 
various aspects of the gestures (phase, shape, 
orientation, movement, and position), each of which 
can be dedicated to a row (for both hands).
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Methods Approaches for analysis

•Austin (1962): Illoc. acts can be produced non-verbally (e.g. ordering). 
•Bierwisch (1980): Gestures can affect the illoc. force. Is John, give a dollar to the bar keeper an order or a request? 
•Sperber & Wilson (1995): Higher-level explicature —› mixture of describing (words) and indicating (paralinguistic 
cues). In I have been here for two hours, ’here’ = restriction but more salient by the use of (hand) gestures. 

•Wharton (2009): Gestures indicate the addresser’s internal state. => Lily (gesturing furiously): You’re late! 
•Fein & Kasher (1996): Gestures vary (1) only with the force, (2) only with the prop. content, or (3) with both. 
•Bressem, et al. (2013): Gestures with a referential function (e.g. deictics) or representational function (e.g. iconic or 
metaphoric gestures) = prop. content, while gestures with a performative function (e.g. deictics) = the illoc. force.

Pilot experiment
•Main research question: Do hand gestures contribute to the prop. content or to the illoc. force? 
•Design: 2 pairs of participants (who were acquainted with each other) were kept standing and had 20 minutes for 
conversation, the first 5 of which were left out of the analysis. Deictic, iconic, and metaphoric gestures were examined. 

•Task: Discuss at least 2 topics from a list of 13. 
•Results: (1) Experimental design led the participants to mainly produce assertives (1 expressive and 1 directive out of 
20 utterances). (2) Some gestures could have been used without speech. (3) In some of those cases, the gesture 
could have been linked to both the illoc. force and the prop. content. (4) Depending on movement character, deictics 
express ≠ forces: enlarged and accelerated = excitement or urgency => perfect for congratulations or commands. But 
iconic and metaphoric gestures always contribute to the prop. content.

Hypotheses
•Deictics can be used without speech in the making of directives. Consequently, because there would be no words 
involved, those deictics would be a contribution to both the prop. content and the illoc. force. 

•Specific shapes and movements produce specific illoc. forces: Kind suggestion = palm up open hand (+ reduced and 
decelerated movement), while strong order = index finger fully stretched (+ enlarged and accelerated movement).


